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I’m pleased to introduce the second issue of All

Systems Go, a quarterly update of new business

initiatives underway at Boeing Space and

Communications (S&C). 

More than a magazine, All Systems Go is really about

maintaining a dialog with our customers.

It chronicles Boeing efforts to partner with

government and commercial customers - talking to

them and with them - as we work to understand their

challenges and to foster relationships based on

integrity, innovation and a shared destiny.

Each issue is intended to provide a status of that

partnership and to help keep customers current on

our efforts to provide best-in-class solutions to the

challenges they face today and will face tomorrow.

This issue focuses on Homeland Security. 

Immediately after the terrorist attacks, Boeing

formed a company-wide umbrella organization to

coordinate our efforts to address emergent customer

requirements and to focus our resources accordingly. 

We’re working hard to address the information

management challenges faced by federal, state and

local authorities responsible for Homeland Security.

The Office of Homeland Security’s clearly defined

first priority is the “first responder;” the state and

local authorities that are both the last line of defense

against terror and the first to feel its impact. We

believe we can contribute at all these levels, from

helping national authorities anticipate and address

emerging threats to helping authorities at the local

level coordinate reactions to worst-case scenarios. 

Whether under existing programs like the Multi-

Sensor Command and Control Constellation, or the

Family of Advanced Beyond-Line-of-Sight Terminals,

or in support of yet-evolving Homeland Security

initiatives, Boeing is applying innovative ideas,

imaginative technology and systems integration

expertise to counter new and emerging threats.

The theme of this issue is an historic truth that has

taken on a compelling urgency since the horrific

events of last September: “eternal vigilance is the price

of liberty.” Enabling that vigilance is a corporate

responsibility in which we at Boeing take very

seriously. We are committed to partnering with our

commercial and government customers to defeat these

challenges to our very way of life.

As you read the pages that follow, please join me in

recognizing the efforts of so many talented Boeing

employees in the enduring support of freedom.

John Stammreich
Vice President
Boeing Homeland Security
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world knows of . . . and hinted at those
that they don’t. But these threats are real,
he assured the crowd, and not to be
taken lightly.

This much-decorated veteran of
numerous wars also spoke about the
challenges that face the United States as
it comes to grips with a war brought into
the heart of our country. Echoing

President George W. Bush, he warned
that the fight against terrorism is going
to be a long war, fought on many fronts.
Homeland Security, he stated
unequivocally, is a priority for both
civilian and military agencies.

The audience, made up of senior
representatives of the defense industry,
peppered him with questions at the end
of his talk.  The final question was voiced
by one attendee, but was undoubtedly on

At a recent dinner, one of the leaders of the Army spoke
to a small group about the impact September 11 had
on the military. He talked passionately about the

spirit that Americans have shown, be they civilians, citizen
soldiers, or career war fighters. He spoke about threats the
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the minds of all:
“What can we, as industry, do to

help?”
With barely a moment’s hesitation, the

general responded, “Keep doing what
you’re doing. Keep doing the research
and development that you guys are so
good at. Keep chasing the stuff that we
don’t necessarily have the resources to
pursue.”

His words provided some guidance as
the defense industry grapples with
understanding the requirements and
scope of work that falls under the
heading of “Homeland Security.”

At Boeing, the events of September 11
have, in some way, changed every aspect
of our business. They have changed our
sense of urgency. Boeing is working to
enhance situational awareness and
communications for the war fighter
through integrated battlespace; using its
large-scale systems integration
experiences to better and more efficiently
make individual systems work together as
one unified entity; and continuing to
take command, control,
communications, computer and
information (C4I) technology to new
levels.

Boeing is bringing together the best
solutions across the company so that it
stands ready to provide whatever is
needed to ensure security at home and
abroad.

In a recent speech, Secretary of
Defense Donald Rumsfeld said,
“Preparing for the future will require us
to think differently and develop the
kinds of forces and capabilities that can
adapt quickly to new challenges and
unexpected circumstances. An ability to
adapt will be critical in a world where
surprise and uncertainty are the defining
characteristics of our new security
environment.”

Thinking differently, for Boeing,
meant putting in place a senior advisory
council composed of people with
experience at the Departments of
Defense, Justice, State, Transportation
and other relevant areas. It meant
instituting a long-term, serious, high-
level change within the company to align
it at the operational and strategic levels
with its customers.

Thinking differently will require
companies to think outside of traditional
roles. It will be about forming
partnerships - with government and each
other - to best meet the needs of the
nation. ■
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Eternal Vigilance
Providing for the

security of the United

States will require both

the government and

industry to think outside

of their traditional roles.

Meeting the needs of

the nation will require a

partnership.

Preparing for the
future will require us
to think differently. 
Donald Rumsfeld
U.S. Secretary of Defense

THE WORLD
CHANGED

Boeing Space and Communications is addressing
Homeland Security needs



Despite what it referred to as an
“amazing” number of responses
to their recent request for

proposals, the Future Combat Systems
(FCS) team today announced the first 30
of what will eventually be about 89
contracts to suppliers from coast to coast
and around the world.  

The Army and the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency, working in
partnership with The Boeing Company -
Science Applications International
Corporation (SAIC) FCS
lead systems integrator (LSI)
team, reviewed more than
2,900 proposals from around
the globe in the past few
weeks.  The contracts to be
awarded will cover three
main elements of this key
Army transformation
program: combat systems,
supportability and
command, control,
computers, communications,
intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance.

“The scope of work
involved in the review
process was far greater than
we anticipated,” said Jerry
McElwee, Boeing vice
president and FCS LSI
program manager from his
office in Anaheim. “We are
really excited by the volume
of response and see it as a
testimonial to how well the entire Broad
Industry Announcement (BIA) process is
working.”

The BIA proposals were all received via
the Boeing-SAIC FCS website, part of an
‘honest broker’ approach that the team
instituted to ensure fairness in the review
process and to secure the most qualified

contractors. This approach stems from
the unique partnership relationship
between the Army and its LSI team. It
also represents a significant change in the
Army procurement process.

The contract awards from the
approximately 197 BIA responses that
were selected, will be spread over about
89 suppliers. Sixty-four selected BIA
responses will go to eight major
suppliers; these contracts are currently in
negotiation.  

“I am really pleased with the diversity
of suppliers who will be receiving
contracts,” COL Bill Johnson, program
manager said. “There will be a number
of small disadvantaged businesses (SDBs)
receiving contracts, including several
woman-owned SDBs.

“We will also be awarding contracts to

a number of international suppliers,î
Johnson said. “Domestically, the
contracts cover almost every region of the
country.” 

Johnson noted that the team would
issue weekly updates as additional
contracts are negotiated.

The Boeing-SAIC team was awarded
the hotly-pursued FCS LSI role in March
of this year. The LSI role was strategically
important for the Boeing Space and
Communications and Phantom Works

organizations, which are
jointly managing the
program. FCS represents the
key step into a network-
centric, integrated
battlespace market that is
part of Boeing’s vision for
the future.

FCS is a networked system
of improved
communications links and
lighter, more mobile
armored vehicles that is, in
effect, the backbone of the
Army’s long-term transition
plan to reach what it calls
the “objective force.”  FCS
will serve as the core
building block to develop
what the Army calls
“overmatching” combat
power, sustainability, agility
and versatility necessary for
full-spectrum military
operations.  

This next-generation objective force
will be lighter and more mobile; the
Army transformation requirements
include the ability to put a combat-
capable brigade anywhere in the world
within 96 hours, a full division in 120
hours, and five divisions on the ground
within 30 days. ■

The Ground-based Midcourse
Defense (GMD) program’s
recent Integrated Flight Test

was once again a success – resulting in
an intercept and complete destruction
of the incoming target. 

Integrated Flight Test-8, was the
fourth system-level test of the
program, incorporating all major
elements into the test scenario. The
Boeing Company is the prime
contractor for the GMD Program
(formerly the National Missile
Defense Program). 

The intercept occurred over the Pacific Ocean. The flight-test
sequence began with a target vehicle launch from Vandenberg
Air Force Base, Calif. The Defense Support Program satellites
detected the target booster, equipped with a mock reentry vehicle
and three decoys, and the GMD Battle Management,
Command, Control and Communications was alerted. BMC3
cued ground-based radars that tracked the target complex and
provided more accurate target information to the BMC3. The
BMC3 provided a weapon-tasking plan to the interceptor and
gave the commands leading to the launch of the interceptor
vehicle from the Reagan Test Site in the central Pacific Ocean
approximately 20 minutes later. 

Following booster separation, the BMC3 provided final target
tracking information to the kill vehicle through the In-Flight
Interceptor Communication System. The kill vehicle intercepted
and destroyed the target by hitting body-to-body at an altitude
of approximately 140 miles and a closing speed in excess of
15,000 miles per hour.

The Joint Program Office of the Department of Defense
Missile Defense Agency directs the Ground-based Midcourse
Defense program.

Boeing, as prime contractor, is responsible for the development
and integration of the GMD
components, including the Ground-
Based Interceptor, Ground-Based
Radar Prototype, Battle Management,
Command, Control and
Communication systems, Early
Warning Radars and interfaces to the
Defense Support Program. Major team
members include Raytheon Company
(kill vehicle, radars); TRW (BMC2);
and Lockheed Martin Space Systems,
Missiles & Space Operations. ■
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GMD TEAM
SCORES

ANOTHER HIT

Two decoys
are clearly
visible, but
didn't
distract the
kill vehicle
from its real
target during
IFT-8.

Integrated Flight Test-6 scored a decisive hit of its target,
with intercept occurring over the Pacific.

IFT-7 followed on the heels of its predecessor, with a
successful intercept and kill on December 3, 2001.

Boeing-SAIC FCS team Conquers
Avalanche of Proposals; Initial
Broad Industry Announcement

Contracts Awarded



Of all the words and phrases that
burned their way into the
American lexicon on September

11, perhaps none carries a more vivid
image, or conjures up more emotion,
than the term ‘first responders.’

These were (and always have been) the
warriors who put themselves in the heart
of the chaos. They entered the smoke
and confusion roiling through the towers
that morning with hardly a thought for
their personal safety. Police officers,
firefighters, and Port Authority workers.
All rushed into a scene that was hell
incarnate.

“First responders” refers to the men
and women who are the initial team
called in to deal with a crisis situation -
be it a high-profile incident such as a
natural disaster or the World Trade
Center disaster or a house fire or multi-
car pile up on an interstate.

On September 11 these front-line
troops rushed in with all the equipment
they usually need to respond to a major
crisis. Unfortunately, two of the things

they needed most weren’t a part of their
arsenal that day - information and
communication.

As horrified Americans watched the

collapse of the first tower live on
television, commanders frantically tried
to evacuate their troops out of the
remaining tower. Tragically, their radio

7communications didn’t work and the
word to evacuate never reached the
firefighters battling their way up the
stairs.

Situational awareness is a term often
used by the military to refer to a
knowledge of the terrain, the location of
both friendly and enemy troops and

other elements of the battlefield.
Advanced communications ability greatly
enhances overall situational awareness.

The better a commander’s situational
awareness, the better the probability of
mission success. Improved situational
awareness is a highly-sought element in
many defense procurements.

Since September 11, situational
awareness has also become an
increasingly important element of
Homeland Security. Never before has the
need for timely and accurate information
been so critical. And beyond just
acquiring the information is the need to
be able to turn that information from
‘overload’ to ‘usable.’

Today, unfortunately, instead of an

ARMED WITH INFORMATION
6

Increasing situational awareness to
first responders through improved
data and communications is a vital
need.  By using a network of
interoperable systems, decisions
can be made more rapidly, which
will improve mission effectiveness.



runway.
Using touch-screen controls, the officer

feeds critical information from the
console to the control tower, alerting
them of the situation. They confirm the
threat and alert first responders. SWAT
teams are deployed.

On the way to the airport, utilizing a
laptop computer with wireless
connection, the SWAT members analyze
up-to-the-moment reports and take a
virtual, 3D walk through of the airport
to plan their entry, checkpoints, and
escape routes. Armed with complete

information, a coordinated plan of action
is formed – a plan that includes both
communications and situational
awareness. The team has an
informational advantage before they even
arrive on the scene.

While that might sound like a scene
from the hit television show, “Alias” - like
some wildly futuristic scenario dreamed
up in the mind of some creative
scriptwriter - it isn’t.

The technology and the ability to
implement it are very real and available
today. The Boeing Company has these
capabilities now, enabled through a broad
range of products and programs
developed for the military and the
intelligence community. “Creating
solutions that respond to situations
threatening the security of our homeland
requires highly integrated systems,” said
Dr. Roger Roberts, vice president and

integrated computer system with an
intuitive, virtual operations console, most
security officers are left with a confusing
array of complex, yet unconnected and,
sometimes, antiquated video surveillance
systems. First responders often have little
or no advanced knowledge of the
situation at hand, so that valuable time is
spent on arrival coordinating efforts and
communications.

Now imagine this:
A voice alert sounds at a security

console. A security officer glances over to
the blinking “alarm” icon on the security
operations console, where he sees a high-
fidelity 3D perspective of the airport. He
instantly pinpoints the location of the
disturbance. Simultaneously, the video
display switches to the surveillance
camera associated with the alarm -
showing an unauthorized truck
attempting to enter a secure area near the
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Autometric’s Visual Security
Operations Console – (VSOC)
shows a prototype display for
Ronald Reagan Washington
National Airport with a 3-
Dimensional model of the airport
constructed from aerial
photographs. Below, VSOC
fuses information from multiple
security systems including
cameras, perimeter security,
video motion sensors, and
intrusion detection systems in a
single, intuitive display for
security monitoring.

AUTOMETRIC

For more than 40 years, Boeing
Autometric has been finding new
ways to view the world - and the
best ways to present that
information once it is gathered.
End-to-end solutions to effectively
manage, control and access
massive amounts of data have
been developed that turn data into
useable information.

Sending a first responder
into a crisis situation without
good, understandable data is
like sending the sheriff off to
the OK Corral without a
weapon.
Chris Haakon,
Boeing Autometric



general manager of Boeing’s Integrated
Defense Systems. “Boeing is applying
network-centric techniques developed for
our nation’s warfighters.

“We have found significant mission
improvements by using a network of
interoperable systems to make decisions
rapidly.

“This ‘integrated battlespace’ is
significantly more effective in responding
to threat scenarios,” Roberts said.

Central to this strategy are data
manipulation products that convert data
to useful information, and Boeing’s
Autometric unit is where Boeing turns
for those tools.

For more than 40 years, Boeing
Autometric has been finding new ways to
view the world - and the best ways to
present that information once it is
gathered. End-to-end solutions to
effectively manage, control and access
massive amounts of data have been
developed that turn data into useable
information. That is what motivates over
500 high-energy software engineers in
Springfield, Va, where they invent clever
techniques to perform data production,
management, visualization and analysis.

Data production products such as
SoftPlotter extract terrain and feature data
from digital imagery gathered by scanned

aerial photography or satellites.
SoftPlotter provides the user with a soft
copy ‘photogrammetry’ system that
supports all aspects of digital map
production, from importing raw images
to producing finished mapsheets.

Many refer to data visualization tools
as the ‘gee-whiz’ of all and the EDGE
product family is the centerpiece. EDGE
takes images from multiple sources
(sensors) and creates a detailed, layered,
single picture for the user. It has become
one of the most vital tools for
commanders or first responders.

EDGE turns the vast amounts of
information into instantly understood
pictures. By defining a common
operating picture representative of the
environment, integrating geospatial
information, and providing the tools to

model and simulate in near real-time, the
person in the field is provided a realistic
handle on what's going on.

In effect, these products provide the
layer that connects the decision-makers
to their assets, whether portrayed in a
near-real time on a computer, on
traditional PCs or in a “command
center.”

Using data visualization technology, a
flat image taken from a single satellite
can bloom into a three-dimensional, full-
color picture that is easy to understand.

Within the EDGE family are tools that
allow the user to compile inputs from a
variety of sensors and present them in a
layered 2D and 3D picture. Both
products incorporate time, the fourth
dimension, for simulations or real-time
events. “Battlescape,” for example,
continuously displays near real-time
information from surveillance and
reconnaissance sensors in 2D and 3D
with maps, imagery, and terrain.
“Weatherscape” provides a
comprehensive view by adding cloud and
ground imagery to satellites and aircraft
tracks, sensor cones and other objects to
complete the picture.

Perhaps the most vital step in turning
data into information is data analysis.
The hallmark product that helps monitor
and respond to security and terrorist
threats through advanced computer
technology is “Visual Security
Operations Console” (VSOC), a 3D,
virtual-reality display console for
monitoring physical security alarm and
surveillance systems. This product is
currently in key government facilities,
assisting in both the protection of
national assets and planning and
vulnerability assessments.

“Sending a first responder into a crisis
situation without good, understandable
data is like sending the sheriff off to the
OK Corral without a weapon,” said
Chris Haakon, general manager of
Boeing Autometric. “Useable
information is the most powerful
weapons that we can give to the front-
line fighters.

“Every one of those heroes should have
the very best that we can give. We owe it
to them.” ■
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AUTOMETRIC

Instructors build upon user's foundational skills to prepare them for advanced
3D visualization and analysis training.  Users fuse multiple data sources with
complex models into a single, visual environment.  With the added element of

time, users are able to simulate sensors for planning and analysis, and, with
appropriate communication connections, near-real-time monitoring for
decision-support.

Combining multiple layers of visual information can provide a greatly
enhanced view of a given environment or situation.

Using commercially available imagery, map data producers collect
identification marks and physical features for operational displays.
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Achieving information
superiority on the
battlefield requires

assured, secure, universal and
interoperable information
exchange. A new Pentagon
program aimed at developing
and fielding a family of
interoperable wideband
satellite communication
terminals promises to enhance
that capability.

Called the Family of
Advanced Beyond Line-of-
Sight Terminals (FAB-T), the
multi-year, multimillion-
dollar U.S. Air Force effort
will provide critical, protected
high-capacity
communications for the
military, including command
and control networks,
intelligence dissemination,
mission data and target/threat
updates.

For each satellite
communications link today’s
military commanders use to
employ forces around the
world, there is a single
terminal - or radio system
with a special purpose
antenna – that enables
information exchange
between ground, airborne and
space platforms.

FAB-T aims to develop a
family of terminals that will
utilize a common-design,
open system architecture to
talk to different satellites.

To meet program
requirements of a “modular,

reconfigurable, scaleable,
upgradeable, and growable”
system, Boeing Space and
Communications has teamed
with the nation's leading
satellite systems,
communications terminals
and high-performance data
link system providers in a
broad architecture
development activity.

“We view FAB-T as the key
enabler toward executing the
Joint Vision 2020 for the air-
to-space and air-to-ground
information exchange and
operational interoperability,”
explains Allen Ashby, vice
president and general manager
of Boeing's Battle
Management/Command,

Control, Communications
(BMC3) and Strategic
Systems division of Anaheim,
Calif.

“As the team's leader,
Boeing brings its experience
and knowledge to provide a
synchronized system solution
that will successfully meet the
challenges associated with
satellite communications of
the future.” Other team
members include Harris
Corporation, L-3
Communications, TRW, and
ViaSat.

Boeing’s FAB-T design is
intended to minimize the
number of platform-unique
component designs and
support future capability

enhancements, Ashby says.
Once operational, FAB-T

will provide critical, protected
beyond line-of-sight
communications capability for
warfighters via the new
Advanced Extremely High
Frequency (Advanced EHF)
System, a new class of secure
satellites that support military
forces. In subsequent
increments, FAB-T will
enable interchange with other
national satellite
communications systems such
as Wideband Gapfiller and
Global Broadcast.

Boeing BMC3 & Strategic
Systems, as prime system
integrator, will be responsible
for the system architecture,
software systems, and system
engineering integration and
testing. Boeing Satellite
Systems will provide critical
satellite communications
interfaces. Harris will oversee
the terminal and aperture
integration and
manufacturing. L-3
Communications will be
responsible for high
performance component
interfaces. TRW will provide
Advanced EHF
communications interfaces
commensurate with their
experience on the space
segment. ViaSat will be
responsible for systems
security architecture. ■

Anext-generation “constellation” of air- and space-based

assets being evaluated by the U.S. Air

Force and industry may be just the

ticket for providing military decision-makers the

improved command and control and intelligence,

surveillance, and reconnaissance (C2ISR) capabilities

they need in the 21st century battlespace.

An as-yet-unfunded market research effort, the

Multi-Sensor Command and

Control Constellation

(MC2C), if implemented, would

replace existing airborne intelligence,

reconnaissance and surveillance platforms with

what could be a mixture of manned aircraft,

unmanned air vehicles, and links to satellite

systems.

As the U.S. government looks at

the possibility of replacing its fleet

of aircraft based on

the aging

Boeing 707 platform with a common C2ISR aircraft, Boeing is

proposing a comprehensive architecture approach that combines

space-and air-breathing platforms “to horizontally integrate ISR

information for improved command and control of the battle,”

says Boeing MC2C Program Manager Jim Winzell.

Together with

teammates

Northrop Grumman

and Raytheon, “our

overriding goal is how

best

to integrate air and

space C2 and ISR capabilities to

deliver the greatest capability to the

warfighter,” Winzell said. “We see

MC2C as a complex

systems

integration

task, something we and our team-members

have extensive experience with.”  ■

The fleet to be replaced would include the E-8C Joint

Surveillance Target Attack Radar System, the E-3 Airborne

Warning and Control System (AWACS), and the RC-135

Rivet Joint Aircraft. The MC2 Aircraft would be a key node

in the MC2 Constellation.

The MC2C effort is being spearheaded by a team assembled from across the major commands with participation from
Air Combat Command, Air Force Materiel Command, Air Force Space Command, and Air Mobility Command. The
complex task of creating the MC2C will require an aggressive, total team effort to meet the goal of having a flying
prototype in 2008 with aircraft production beginning in 2009, officials say.

Bringing new "eyes", "ears" and
information to the 21st 

century battlespace

Satellite communications
system provides 
important link in 

battlefield communications
Boeing-led team competes for six-year, $279-million system

development and design contract



As the AWACS crew heads toward the
birdcage, a strong, cold wind whips
through Tinker Air Force Base in

Oklahoma City. The early morning pre-flight
briefing is over and they’re good to go.

So begins another day for Operation Noble
Eagle, a Homeland Security mission of
around-the-clock airborne surveillance of the
United States.

The birdcage is the nickname of the secured
area at Tinker where the E-3 AWACS
surveillance aircraft are parked. You can’t miss
‘em:  707s with big black and white
rotodomes on top.

Watch your step. It’s a tight squeeze inside
the AWACS where the fuselage is packed with
sophisticated radar and communications
consoles and displays. Not to mention the 20
U.S. Air Force men and women crew
members.

Maj. Art Henry, mission crew commander,
says this is no ordinary mission.

“It’s Mom and apple pie. This is where we
live,” he notes.

Soon the AWACS is flying around 30,000
feet, but not before sucking in the winter air
to keep the radar and other systems cool.
Once all the systems are powered up, it’s off
to the mission – patrolling the skies over
Washington, D.C.

“It’s kinda strange doing this,” Lt. Brian
Chellgren, an air weapons officer says.
“Sitting before your console, knowing you’re
trying to protect the President and Vice
President and other national leaders. We’re
watching over them. It really brings home
what we're doing.”

What they’re doing is carefully monitoring
their screens looking for aircraft that could be
potential threats.

“We know where the restricted areas are and
what we’re protecting. So we’re looking for
people who are lurking around in places
they’re not supposed to be. We also look for
unusual changes in speed and direction,” Maj.
Henry says.

Henry says he hopes it doesn't happen, but
if they get the order, they’ll direct fighters to
shoot down an aircraft.

While the rotodome and other sensors scan
the skies, those screens become loaded with
multi-colored dots, each dot representing a
civilian or military aircraft in the area. To the
untrained eye it looks more like a star chart
than a radar screen. 

So how do the operators make sense out of

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF AN AWACS CREW



this chaos and figure ‘who’s who’ and
whether an aircraft is a potential threat?

Air weapons officer Lt. Heather Cross
says it comes down to training and
experience and she likens it to the first
time you drive a car.

“When you got behind the wheel, you

said ‘Oh my gosh, I’ve got to look at the
mirrors and the gauges. I’ve got to
operate the steering wheel. Same kinds of
things on board an AWACS, although a
little more complex. But, the more you
do it, the better you get,” Cross said.

But, Lt. Cross said, this is no training
mission.  This is the real world.

“We know the jets we’re controlling
have real missiles – that makes a big
difference,” she said.

Communication is key aboard an
AWACS flight. The mission crew
commander is constantly updating the
situation to other airborne E-3s and
commanders on the ground; his crew is
talking to him; to each other; to the
fighters and tankers; and he’s talking to

the pilot and co-pilot. It goes on and on
throughout the flight. 

“The crew code is – no one has a
secret. The most unsafe thing to do is to
not ask questions. If someone sees
something or hears something that
doesn't feel right, or has a piece of
information he’s not sure some else has,
it’s imperative that he communicates that
to everyone else in the aircraft,” mission

crew commander Henry said.
Watching a computer screen for several

hours at a time during a mission can be
both stressful and fatiguing. Crew
members must take regular breaks to
stretch their legs, clear their heads and
eat something (‘carbs’, lots of ‘carbs’).

Master Sgt. Cindy Walker, an air
weapons controller and 12-year AWACS
vet, said this mission is different because
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Since the start of
Operation Noble Eagle,
U.S. AWACS aircraft have
flown over 460 sorties.
They provide critical
airborne surveillance and
command and control
capabilities.



they’re in the air much longer than regular missions. Because of
that, staying focused is constantly on her mind.

“My experience has taught me that the moment you’re not
expecting something to go wrong, is when it will go wrong,” she
said.

Walker said her dad likes what she’s doing for Homeland
Security.

“My dad’s a former Marine and wasn’t too crazy about me
being in the military. But, now – he’s so proud he can hardly
stand it,” Walker said.

Well into the flight, the pilot, Capt. Chris Forman, is
performing a mid-air ballet with a refueling tanker. After some
gentle maneuvering, the planes connect via a long fuel boom.
The AWACS gets gassed up and is on its way again.

As the mission winds down and a NATO AWACS relief flight
is on its way, Maj. Henry declares it a success.

“The crew performed just like they were trained to do. It was
very quiet. No tracks of interest in the DC area,” he said

With the aircraft heading home, one crewman had a message
for the American people.

“They’re in good hands. They’re in real good hands.” ■
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An AWACS crew continuously monitors the sky
providing commanders current information to make real-
time decisions.  Air Surveillance and battle management
are key elements of AWACS, along with control of
fighters, tankers and other airborne assets.
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The United States is not going

it alone on its Homeland

Security mission. Shortly

after the Sept. 11 attacks, NATO sent

seven of its AWACS aircraft to help

the U.S. Air Force provide round-the-

clock airborne surveillance.  At press

time, NATO crews had flown nearly

220 missions. One-hundred eighty

NATO personnel are stationed at

Tinker Air Force Base, the AWACS

home base in Oklahoma City.

“We feel very welcome and that

we are doing important work in

helping our NATO ally,” said Capt.

Oliver (only first names are used

here, for security reasons), a German

pilot.

Capt. Oliver said the folks of

Oklahoma City really appreciate the

work they're doing and recently

invited them to a barbecue.

“I loved the ribs. We also got

cowboy hats and belt buckles and

even learned how to rope a wooden

calf. It was fun, but I need more

practice,” he said. ■

NATO

Mission crew commander, 
Maj. Art Henry (left) is one of
more than 40 Canadian Air
Force officers and enlisted
personnel supporting the U.S.
AWACS mission.



more than just the airplanes alone,”

Ward said. “We really are getting an

entire system that includes an operational

mission simulator, an operational flight

training simulator, an operational and

engineering development facility,

deployable and fixed-base mission

support systems, as well as a

comprehensive logistics package

including training and support” to be

based at RAAF Base Williamtown, north

of Sydney.

In addition to its importance to

Australia’s defense systems, Wedgetail can

operate in conjunction with other

nations’ programs.  “Since we settled on

the 737-based system, we have had a lot

of interest from Singapore, Korea,

Turkey, Italy and others looking for the

best solution to their 21st century

airborne surveillance requirements,”

Ward said.

“We obviously see the advantages of

not working with an ‘orphan’

platform . . . ,” Kenny said.

Costs for the complete system were

kept down by using commercial off-the-

shelf equipment.  Using proven products

such as the Boeing 737 gives Wedgetail

“obvious reliability and cost efficiency,”

Kenny said.

Wedgetail will give Australia a “total

system and not just a platform” that is

planned to be “fully ready to go on day

one when established in-service,” Kenny

said. ■

Defending the continent of

Australia in the 21st century

presented a daunting challenge

for the nation’s small military because of

its vast, virtually uninhabited interior and

thousands of miles of rugged coastline.

“To get to Australia, you either have to

fly or swim,” said John Kenny, Royal

Australian Air Force (RAAF) Wing

Commander.

But a revolutionary program called

Wedgetail, named after an Australian

eagle, will provide the keys the military

needs to complete a vast overhaul of the

nation’s defenses and provide the ability

to cooperate with other countries.

Kenny and his team determined that

the best approach was a “highly mobile,

integrated and layered sensor systems

that could see airborne targets as well as

maritime surface ones.”

That approach is the airborne early

warning and control program, which uses

a heavily modified Boeing 737-700 and

state-of-the-art Northrop Grumman

MESA radar.

“We have to be fully integrated,”

Kenny said. “Wedgetail is flexible and

interoperable because if we are not

trading information with all the players,

there is no reason for us to be out there.

Our weapon is knowledge . . .”

Group Capt. Lindsay Ward leads the

RAAF team working with Boeing to

develop and deploy Wedgetail by 2008.

“Our contract with Boeing is for much
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Airborne Early Warning and
Control Program for Australia.

AEW&C

Defending the continent of
Australia is a big task; Wedgetail
could make the job a little easier
through its highly mobile,
integrated and layered sensor
systems that can see both
airborne as well as maritime
surface targets.



NASA awards $936 million addition

to Boeing ISS contract 
NASA recently awarded Boeing a $936
million addition to the prime contract  for
the International Space Station.  The
modification extends ISS integration and
operations through the current contract
running through 2003.  According
to NASA, the work is contained in
the budget estimates
represented in the FY 2003
President's budget.

Boeing Rocketdyne

chooses design for next-

generation reusable

rocket engine 
The RS-83 rocket engine
configuration selected by the
design team at Boeing
Rocketdyne for Boeing’s
propulsion systems entry for
NASA's Space Launch
Initiative (SLI) will provide
greater reliability while increasing
safety for future space flight crews.
The new RS-83 engine system will be staged-
combustion, liquid hydrogen/oxygen,
providing improved controllability and
increased reliability that even surpasses the
mission success of the only current reusable
engine for human spaceflight, Rocketdyne's
Space Shuttle Main Engine.

Boeing joins team to bring

bandwidth to the warfighter

Boeing Space and Communications is
teaming with TRW, ITT Industries and
Raytheon, among others, to provide the U.S.

Army's future voice, data and video
communications architecture. 

The Warfighter Information
Network-Tactical (WIN-T)

initiative is intended to
provide a single, integrated,
commercially based,
survivable information
network for the Army’s

objective forces, including,
logistics, command and control
and combat support units. Along
with the Joint Tactical Radio
System, WIN-T will form the
backbone of the Army’s
Objective Force in delivering
video, voice and data on

demand for battle-command
on-the-move.

The WIN-T network will allow all
Army commanders, and other
communications network users, at all
echelons, to exchange information internal
and external to the theater, from wired or
wireless telephones, computers (Internet like
capability) or from video terminals.

Led by TRW, the team brings to the Army a

collective depth and breadth of knowledge
that can address the evolving requirements of
the Objective Force, officials say. Other team
members include Qualcomm, SAIC, Agile,
L3 Communications, Interactive Intelligence
and TEI.

Boeing and Israel Aircraft Industries

partner to co-produce Arrow Missile

The Boeing Company and Israel Aircraft
Industries (IAI) completed in January 2002
the initial formal agreement required for joint
American and Israel co-production of the
Arrow missile. 

The Arrow weapon system is a ground-based,
theater ballistic missile defense system
designed to protect Israel against short- and
medium range missiles.
Boeing will be responsible for production of a
significant portion of the Arrow interceptor
components. IAI, the prime contractor of the
Arrow system, is responsible for system
integration and final assembly in Israel. The
Boeing portion of the agreement calls for
production and management to be done in
Boeing’s facilities in Huntsville, Ala. Boeing
will assemble several sections of the Arrow II
interceptor to include installing cables,
wiring, batteries, antennas and radar. Boeing
will also be responsible for the canister that
holds the missile in the launcher. 
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Boeing Space and                           

Communications recently receives

$336.4 million in funding from the U.S.
Air Force to build the first of two satellites in
the Wideband Gapfiller Satellite (WGS)
system. The contract also includes long-lead
material for a third satellite.  With all options
exercised, the contract for up to six satellites
has a total potential value of $1.3 billion.
WGS is a multi-spacecraft constellation
designed to provide improved
communications support to America’s
warfighters.

Boeing Satellite Systems, the satellite-
manufacturing arm of Boeing S&C, will
build the Boeing 702 model satellites in El
Segundo, Calif.  The first satellite is scheduled
to launch in early 2004, with the second one
to follow in 2005.

Boeing successfully installs a Next

Generation 737 glass cockpit

into the first of 16 U.S. Navy E-6B 707
communications aircraft to provide a more
pilot-friendly, powerful and reliable flight
deck.

Ground testing is underway with flight
testing scheduled to begin in the second
quarter of 2002. New communications
capabilities also were installed including the
equivalent of high-speed DSL connectivity
aboard the aircraft delivering on-demand
access to the government's classified and
unclassified links.

Sea Launch prepares for next

mission

In June, Sea Launch is scheduled to launch to
orbit the 10,692 lb (4850 kg) Galaxy IIIC
satellite  for the PanAmSat Corporation. Built
by Boeing Satellite Systems (BSS), this 702
model spacecraft is the largest and most
powerful model in the BSS line and is
designed for a 15-year lifespan. The launch

will originate from the Odyssey Launch
Platform on the equator, at 154 degrees West
Longitude. Sea Launch signed seven new
launch contracts in 2001 and another one
early in 2002. Boeing is a 40% partner in Sea
Launch with companies from Russia, Ukraine
and Norway.
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Elsewhere at 
Space and Communications

All Systems Go, Volume 1, Issue 3 , due for
publication in July 2002, will feature Boeing
Space and Communications’ contributions to
the world of connectivity.
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